Fall 2019 SYLLABUS

EE3384: PROBABILISTIC METHODS IN ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE (16544, Sect. 2)

INSTRUCTOR: Sergio D. Cabrera, Associate Professor  
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Eng.  
Engineering Annex Bldg. Room 306  
Tel. (915)747-6968; ECE Dept. (915)747-5470; Fax (915)747-7871  
E-mail: sergioc@utep.edu (best way to communicate)

OFFICE HRS.: Monday, Wednesday 11:20-12:20 PM (between two class periods)  
Tuesday, Thursday 11:20-12:20 PM (between two class periods)  
Friday (if no other meetings) 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM (send e-mail or call before to confirm)

CLASS TIME, PLACE: M, W 9:00 – 10:20 AM, CCSB G.0208

This book can be rented in e-book form for the semester for approximately $61 from the UTEP bookstore. The 8th or 9th edition are also very similar, you would be responsible for equation of problem number changes.

ENTRY IN COURSE SCHEDULE AND CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

Course Information Probabilistic Methods-Engr/Sci - EE 3384 - 002 CRN: 16544

3384 Probabilistic Methods in Engineering and Science (3-0)
Problems involving discrete and continuous random variables, distribution functions, moments, statistical dependence, and an introduction to statistical methods. Emphasis (is) to be on formulation of physical problems.  
Prerequisites: MATH 2313 (Calculus III), MATH 2326 (Differential Equations), and EE2353 (C-T Signals and Systems) each with a grade of “C” or better.

COURSE GRADING:
Three In-class Semester Exams (handwritten notes allowed): 60 %  
Homeworks and Quizzes: 20 %  
Final Exam (for those not exempt, exempt = guaranteed C or better): 20 %  
TOTAL 100 %

KEY DATES:
Exam 1 tentative date: September 23 (Monday)  
Exam 2 tentative date: October 28 (Monday)  
Course Drop Deadline: November 1, 2019  
Thanksgiving Holidays: November 28-29  
Exam 3 tentative date: December 2 or/and 4 (Monday and Wednesday)  
Dead Day: December 6, 2019  
Final Exam Date: Dec. 11 (Wednesday) 10-12:45 (for those not exempt)

Approved Calculators
Only models of calculators listed below are permitted in the exam room.
• Hewlett Packard—HP 33s and HP 35s models, but no others.
• Casio—All fx-115 and fx-991 models. Any Casio calculator must contain fx-115 or fx-991 in its model name.
• Texas Instruments—All TI-30X and TI-36X models. Any Texas Instruments calculator must contain either TI-30X or TI-36X in its model name.

USE OF E-MAIL: Each student is required to read their officially registered UTEP e-mail account often enough to monitor ongoing information related to this course. The use of paper documents will be minimized in favor of electronic documents.

COMPUTER USAGE: The MATLAB software package is available to all EE students. Matlab will be used to computationally experiment with the theory of probability and random variables.

Topical Outline for EE 3384 based on 8th edition of the textbook (see more details or updates in the Homework assignments)

I. Chapter 1, Sections 1.1 - 1.5 – Combinatorial Analysis

II. Chapter 2, Sections 2.1-2.5 – Axioms of Probability

III. Chapter 3, Sections 3.1-3.4 – Conditional Probability and Independence

IV. Chapter 4, Sections 4.1 - 4.10 (Skipping 4.8) – Random Variables (discrete)

V. Chapter 5, Sections 5.1-5.5, 5.7 – Continuous Random Variables

VI. Chapter 6, Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 (6.3.1and 6.3.3), 6.4, 6.5 – Jointly Distributed Random Variables

VII. Chapter 7, Sections 7.1, 7.2 (Examples 2a, 2b, 2c and 2e), 7.4 (Examples 4a, 4b, and 4e), and 7.7 (Examples 7a-7d)– Properties of Expectation

VIII. Chapter 8, Sections 8.1-8.4 – Limit Theorems

How do I survive and thrive in this course?
Probability and Statistics is the most widely-accepted discipline backing up science and engineering knowledge and decisions! Understanding this material will dramatically benefit you for the rest of your engineering career and in your everyday life. It is a difficult topic and I suggest that you re-consider and strengthen your approach, including:

• Do the homework: Probability looks deceptively simple at first but this changes quickly. Please be aware that many problems are stated in the English language in an attempt to relate the topic to your everyday life and the physical world. Solving problems is the best way to gain enough understanding. Past experience has shown that those who do not do the homework have little chance of passing the course with a grade of C or better, as required. I encourage you to work in groups to discuss problems and to compare solutions, but ………… you must understand the solutions and you must document them in your own handwriting. Remember that Exams are solved 100% individually in your own handwriting. Matlab assignments are included mostly as a means to complement the theory, which is often rather abstract.
• **Read the book**: The reading assignment is given in detail with each homework document. Do a first pass, overview before coming to class and then read carefully before attempting the homework problems. Look at the end of each chapter for self-test problems and the solutions starting on page 461 of the 8th Edition.

**EFFORT, PARTICIPATION and ETIQUETTE:**

- Students (domestic or international, no exceptions) that are clearly not doing the homeworks, are failing quizzes, and who fail Exam 1 will be dropped from the course unless there are extenuating circumstances (let’s discuss it).
- Come to class and show up on time. Habitual late comers may not be allowed in class without a justification.
- Leaving early is considered disruptive, unprofessional, and somewhat offensive, it should be kept to a minimum. Inform the instructor ahead of time if you must leave early and sit near the door to minimize disruptions.
- Ask questions of **broad interest**, your fellow students will also benefit.
- Bring your book and laptop/smartphone to class if you find it useful. **More on this later.**
- Turn down the sound on cell phones, beepers, i-pods, etc. during the class period.
- The use of cellular phones during exams and quizzes is strictly prohibited, put them away and out of reach.
- Do not bring **smelly food** into the classroom unless you are willing to share with me and everyone else that will suddenly become hungry! Eating other things during class should be done very quietly and as a last resort.
- Use of the **restroom during exams and quizzes** should be done with permission of the proctor/instructor; rules apply (mobile phones should be surrendered, etc.).

**ACADEMIC INTEGRITY**

Please review the statements below and UTEP's Web page on Policy on Academic Integrity at:
[https://www.utep.edu/student-affairs/osccr/student-conduct/academic-integrity.html](https://www.utep.edu/student-affairs/osccr/student-conduct/academic-integrity.html)